
Introduction

Les Misérables is a timeless literary masterpiece that offers a wealth of

opportunities for ESL learners to enhance their language skills and cultural

understanding. This ESL lesson plan aims to introduce students to the compelling

narrative, themes, and characters of Les Misérables while improving their

vocabulary, reading comprehension, and critical thinking abilities. By delving into

this classic work of literature, students can explore complex emotions and moral

dilemmas, all while refining their English language proficiency. Moreover, the rich

historical context of Les Misérables provides a valuable backdrop for discussions on

social justice, human resilience, and empathy – making it an ideal topic for ESL

learning.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Revolution A sudden, complete, or marked change in something.

Poverty The state of being extremely poor.

Injustice Lack of fairness or justice.

Love and

Sacrifice

Deep affection and willingness to give up something for the well-being of

others.

Redemption
The action of saving or being saved from sin, error, or evil; a thing that

saves someone from error or evil.

Contextual Usage



1. The revolution brought about a significant change in the political landscape.

2. Many families in the novel faced abject poverty and struggled to survive.

3. The characters fought against injustice and inequality.

4. The story portrays themes of love and sacrifice as essential for personal

growth.

5. Valjean's journey in Les Misérables is an inspiring tale of redemption and

forgiveness.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To set the stage for the Les Misérables ESL lesson, start with an engaging activity

that allows students to express their thoughts and emotions. Begin by asking

students to brainstorm words or phrases that come to mind when they hear the title

"Les Misérables." Encourage them to explore emotions, such as hope, despair, love,

sacrifice, and revolution. This activity not only taps into their prior knowledge but

also introduces the thematic elements of the literary work. Furthermore, it sets a

reflective tone for exploring the complexities of human experiences through

language and storytelling.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Word Association

To reinforce vocabulary, divide the class into small groups and have each group

brainstorm words related to the themes of Les Misérables. Encourage students to

discuss and justify their choices, fostering collaborative learning while expanding

their word bank.

Listening Exercise: Character Dialogues



Play audio clips featuring dialogues between characters from Les Misérables.

Afterward, ask students to reenact the conversations in pairs or small groups. This

activity promotes active listening and speaking skills while immersing students in

the emotional nuances of the characters' interactions.

Roleplay: Moral Dilemmas

Present scenarios inspired by events in Les Misérables that involve moral dilemmas.

Have students enact these situations, expressing different viewpoints and making

decisions as if they were the characters. This activity encourages critical thinking

and empathy while developing communication abilities.

Reading and Writing Activity: Reflective Essays

Assign reflective essays where students express their thoughts on specific moments

or themes in Les Misérables. Encourage them to articulate personal connections,

analyze character motivations, or propose alternative plot developments. This

reinforces reading comprehension skills alongside creative writing proficiency.

ESL Homework Assignment

Homework Assignment: Character Analysis

Task students with selecting a character from Les Misérables and composing a

detailed character analysis. This assignment reinforces their understanding of the

novel's characters and encourages critical thinking skills.

Students can be instructed to describe the character's personality traits,

motivations, and pivotal moments in the story. Encourage them to include textual

evidence to support their analysis, fostering a deeper engagement with the literary

work.



Homework Assignment: Reflective Journal

Assign students to maintain a reflective journal where they can write about

personal connections to the themes in Les Misérables. This task promotes

independent critical thinking and language practice outside of class.

In their journal entries, students can express their thoughts on moral dilemmas

presented in the novel, share insights gained from discussions in class, or explore

how elements of the story relate to real-world experiences.

By intertwining personal reflections with lesson content, this assignment deepens

students' comprehension while honing their writing skills.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Les Misérables ESL Lesson Plan has provided students with a rich

learning experience. Throughout the lesson, they have explored key themes such

as revolution, poverty, injustice, love and sacrifice, and redemption. They have

expanded their vocabulary and language skills while delving into the complexities

of character development and moral dilemmas.

As we wrap up this lesson, I encourage each student to reflect on what they have

learned and how it can be applied in their language development. Consider how Les

Misérables highlights the power of storytelling to explore universal emotions and

provoke thoughtful discussions. By engaging with this literary masterpiece,

students have not only honed their English language proficiency but also developed

their critical thinking abilities.

Moving forward, let us carry the lessons from Les Misérables into our everyday lives

as we continue to explore literature and its impact on our understanding of both

language and humanity.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Les Misérables is an exceptional topic for ESL learning due to its rich literary

content and numerous educational benefits.



1. Engaging and Authentic Material: The use of authentic literature, such as Les

Misérables, gives ESL students exposure to real-world language usage. This helps

develop their language skills in a natural and engaging manner.

2. Cultural Awareness: Exploring the themes and characters in Les Misérables

provides students with insights into French culture, history, and society during the

19th century. It broadens their understanding of different cultures while

strengthening their global perspective.

3. Vocabulary Expansion: The extensive vocabulary found within Les Misérables

exposes students to advanced words and phrases that challenge them to expand

their linguistic repertoire. Through context-based activities, they can acquire new

vocabulary while improving reading comprehension.

4. Critical Thinking Skills: Analyzing the complex characters' motivations, moral

dilemmas, and ethical questions raised in Les Misérables fosters critical thinking

abilities among ESL learners. They learn how to interpret text meaningfully while

developing logical reasoning skills.

5. Discussion Opportunities: Les Misérables provides endless opportunities for group

discussions where students express their opinions on societal issues portrayed in

the novel - such as poverty, justice, revolution - promoting meaningful

conversations that enhance language fluency.

By integrating Les Misérables into ESL lessons, educators can create an immersive

environment where language learning goes beyond basic comprehension and

grammar exercises but delves into deep analysis and exploration of essential

themes relevant to student growth both academically and personally.


